T3 Series Thermostat
The first choice for multiple applications

A thermostat for every situation

New and improved receiver box

Designed for a variety of scenarios, including social housing, new

The high-quality receiver box has been designed to make the installation process even easier.

constructions and mass installations, the T3 Series thermostat is

• Fully labelled terminals and an earth park.

• Clear LED indications.

the first choice for heating professionals.

• An easy-to-install boiler or zone valve interface.

• Simple to wire with more room to work.

Not only is the T3 Series simple to install,
it’s fully compatible with multiple boilers and systems.
Intuitive heating time and temperature control,

The perfect thermostat for you

The perfect thermostat for your customers

plus a wealth of other features, makes the

The T3 Series is designed to make your life easier.

The T3 Series has been engineered to make life easier for

A simple snap-on installation saves huge amounts

your customers. An intuitive user interface makes it simple to

of time and effort, especially during mass installations.

programme and control heating times and set points.

T3 Series popular with customers too.

The wireless version is a simple fit, with an easy-toinstall pre-bound receiver box with the thermostat.
It’s easy for the customer to set up too.
The wireless version comes with a robust RF wireless
signal, along with a built-in signal check.
For the wired version, it’s just a case of installing a wall
plate and connecting the thermostat. Quickly set it up

The right thermostat for the job

for the customer and you’re done.

The T3 Series is available in 4 models to cover all applications.

so you can easily select pre-programmed schedules

Both versions offer an intuitive installation sequence
and cycle rate options for different boiler types.

T3 Wired

T3R Wireless

Standard wired version to wire in

Wireless version offering an easy switch-

place of existing thermostats

over from an existing wireless receiver box

Also available with OpenTherm

Also available with OpenTherm

All thermostats can be locked to prevent unnecessary
customer interactions.

• ‘In use’ and ‘Target set-points’ are clearly visible.
• Five soft touch buttons make it easy to control
the thermostat.
• The T3 is perfect for homes that need high levels
of automatic control.
• It provides increases in energy efficiency across a wide
range of boilers and systems.
Simply stylish
Easy on the eye, the T3 models have an ultra-modern styling
that makes them ideal for any location in any type of home.
All models have:
• A large digital display with easy-to-recognise icons and
simple push-button access to configuration menus.
• 7 day or 5/2 day scheduling with a pre-configured schedule

Upper and lower set points ensure extreme
temperatures cannot be set.

included as standard.
• A choice of up to 4 time periods a day with a ‘Copy day’
feature.
• An override function that lets your customers make
occasional changes quickly and easily.

ORDERING SPECIFICATION

Item

Product Code

T3 Wired

T3H110A0066

T3R Wireless

Y3H710RF0053

T3 Wired OpenTherm

T3H310A0045

T3R OpenTherm

Y3H510RF0039

Multiple installations.
Minimal fuss.
The Honeywell Home T3 Series programmable thermostat

Easier for everyone
Reliable and easy to fit, affordable and yet high quality.
As the tradesmen and merchants’ choice, it’s always in stock.
High technical standards, meeting site and project manager approval.
Intuitive controls make it easy for your customers to use too.

For more information
heatingcontrols.honeywellhome.com

ErP energy efficiency ratings
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The ErP energy efficiency ratings shown in this
brochure will provide installers and end users with
the information required to both complete the
ErP energy label and assess the benefits of the
heating controls to the overall heating system in the
property. These ratings apply to room thermostats
(including programmable thermostats).
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